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ABSTRACT 
A simple proof is given for the maximum term rank of matrices of O’s and l’s with 
a specified row and column sum vector. 
Let m and n be positive integers, and let R = ( rl, . . . , r,,,) and S = (sr, . . . , s,) 
be nonnegative integral vectors with rl > . * * > rm and sr > * * * >s,,. Let 
‘$X(&S) denote the set of all m X n matrices of O’s and l’s with row sum 
vector R and column sum vector S. Both Ryser [7; 9, p. 631 and Gale [2] 
have given necessary and sufficient conditions for %(R,S) to be nonempty. 
These conditions can be given in two equivalent forms (see [l, p. 81-821 for 
the equivalence derived through network flows and [6, p, 2071 for a direct 
proof of equivalence), but we shall need to refer to only one form, For 
integers k-0,1 ,..., m and Z=O,l,..., n define 
t,,(R,S)=kl+ 2 r,- 2 si. 
i>k jC1 
(An empty sum is defined to be zero.) Then %(R, S) is nonempty 
if 
&r(R,S) >O (k=O,l,..., m, Z=O,l,,.., n). 
if and only 
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Note that if A E %(R, S) is partitioned as 
A= AA, Al2 
[ 1 21 A2 ’ 
where A, is a k X 1 matrix, then an alternative formula for tU(R, S) is the 
number u&A,) of O’s in A, plus the number aI of l’s in A,. 
Let A be an m X n matrix of O’s and 1’s. Then p l’s of A are independent 
provided no two are in the same row or column. The temt rank of A, p(A), is 
the maximum p for which there exist p independent 1’s. By the well-known 
K&rig-Eger+ary theorem [9, p. 551 p(A) equals the minimum number of rows 
and columns of A which contain all the l’s of A. The maximum term rank of 
the matrices in ‘%(R,S) is denoted by p(R,S): 
F(R,S)=max{p(A):AE%(R,S)}. 
Ryser [8; 9, p. 751 has obtained the following surprisingly simple formula: 
p(R,S)=min{tkl(R,S)+k+Z:k=O,l ,..., m; Z=O,l,..., n}, 
The purpose of this note is to give a fairly simple derivation of this formula. 
We first modify Lov&sz’s proof [5] of a theorem in graph theory (see also 
Koren [3] and Kundu [4]) to obtain the following theorem about matrices of 
O’s and 12 (bipartite graphs). 
Let R=(i; r ,,.,, T,), where Fi=ri or r,-1 (i=l,..., m), and let s’= 
(8,, * * * 9 i,,), where .$=si or St-l (j=l,...,n). 
THEOREM 1. There exist a matrix Ag’%(R,S) and a matrix B E%(~,~) 
such that B <A if and only if both %(R, S) and ‘%(E, !?) are nunempty. 
-- 
Proof. Suppose both %(R,S) and B(R,S) are nonempty. Choose a 
matrixA=[a,JE’%(R,S) and a matrix B=[~,JE%(&$) such that A-R has 
the smallest number m(A,B) of negative entries. We first demonstrate the 
following property. 
Suppose A and B have corresponding 2 X 2 submatrices of the form 
6) [Y i!J (4 [ i &]. 
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If 4 = 1, then replacing (ii) by 
0 1 
[ I 1 0 
-- 
gives a matrix CEB(R,S) with m(A, C) <m(A,B). If air =0, then replacing 
(i) bY 
1 0 
[ 1 0 1 
leads to a matrix D l ‘i!l(R, S) with m(D,B)<m(A,B). Hence q=l and 
b,/ = 0. 
Now suppose m(A, B) > 0. Let row k of A - B contain the largest number 
t of negative entries of any row of A - B. It then follows that row k of A - B 
contains T l’s where T > t, say in columns ii,, . . , j,. Let the (k, j,,)-entry of 
A-Bbe -l,sothatuyO =O and by,= 1. Let the (Z,j,,)-entry of A-B be 1, 
so that 4 o = 1 and 4, = 0. Using the property established above, we conclude 
that 
4, = $, = . . . = $ = 0. 
It then follows that row 2 of A - B has at least r negative entries. If T > t, this 
is a contradiction. Hence r = t. Since row I of A - B contains t + 1 l’s, row 1 
of A - B contains t - 1’s. Replacing k with 1 in the preceding argument gives 
a contradiction again. It follows that m(A, B) = 0 and B <A. 
The converse clearly holds. W 
LEMMA 1. Let R ’ = (t$ . . . , 6) and S ’ = (s;, . . . , si) be podtiue integral 
uectorswhereT;>+** >r~unds;>... >s~,undsupposethut%(R’,S’)#0. 
Then there exists a matrix C E%(R’,S’) with p(C)= h if and only if 
$(R’,S’)+e+f>h (e,f=O, l,.. .,h). 
proof. Let R”=(r;-l,..., 6-l) and S”=(s;-l,..., s;,-1). It follows 
from Theorem 1 that there exists a matrix C E ‘%( R ‘, S’) with p(C) = h if and 
only if %(R “, S “) ~0. An easy calculation shows that 
$(R”,S”)=t,JR’,S’)+e+f-h (e,f=O,l,..., h). 
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Since ?X(R”,S”)#IZI if and only if t&R”,S”) > 0 (e,f=O, 1,. . . ,h), the lemma 
now follows. n 
We denote by _Ik,r the kX2 matrix of all 1’s. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an m X n matrix of O’s and l’s with m Gn, and let 
q be an integer with O<q<m. Let an (m+n-q)X(m+n-q) matrix be 
&fined by 
Then p(A)>q if and only if p(B)=m+n-q. 
Proof. If there exists q independent l’s in A, then we can choose m - q 
l’s in Jm,m-q and n-q l’s in In_q,n to give m + n - q independent l’s in B. 
Conversely, if there exist m + n - q independent l’s in B, then at most n - q 
of them are in the first n - q rows and at most m - q are in the first m - q 
columns, so that at least q of them are in A. n 
THEOREM 2. Let R = (r,, . , . ,r,) and S = (si,. . . ,s,,) be positive integral 
vectors where m <II, rl > . . . > r,,,, and s1 > . . . as,,, and suppose that 
%(R,S)#@. Let q be an integer with 0 <q <m. Then there exists a matrix 
AE%(R,S) with p(A)>q if and only if 
t,,(R,S)+k+Z >q (k=O,l,..., m; Z=O,l,..., n). (2) 
Proof. Suppose there exists a matrix A E%(R, S) with p(A) >q, so that 
there are q independent l’s in A. We partition A as in (l), where A, is a k X 1 
matrix. At most k of these independent l’s belong to the first k rows of A 
and at most I belong to the first 2 columns, and hence at least q - (k + 1) are 
l’s of As. Therefore 
t&&S) %(A,) >q-(k+l), 
and (2) follows. 
Now assume (2) holds. Define the (m + n - q)-tuples 
and 
R’=(m+n-q,..., m+n-q,m-q+rl,...,m-q+%) 
S’=(m+n-q,..., m+n-q,n-q+s,,...,n-q+s,). 
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It follows from Lemma 2 that there exists a matrix A E’%(R, S) with p(A) >q 
if and only if there exists a matrix B E 8(R ‘, S’) with p(B) = m + n - q. By 
Lemma 1 such a matrix B exists if and only if 
t,f(R’,S’)+e+f>m+n-q (e,f=O,I ,.,., m+n-q). (3) 
Note that (3) holds when e or f equals m+ n - q. Considering a matrix 
B E $(R ‘, S’) and using the alternative formula for tefl we obtain the follow- 
ing. 
O<e<n-q,O<f<m-q: 
t&R’,S’)+e+f >m+n>m+n-q. 
n-q<e<m+n-q, O<f<m-q: Fork=e-(n-q), 
tJR’,S’)+e+f >t&R,S)+(m-q-f)+e+f 
=[t,(R,S)+k]+m+n-2q 
>m+n-q, 
by (2). 
O<e<n-q, m-q<f<m+n-q: For Z=f-(m-q), 
t+(R’,S’)+e+f >t,,(R,S)+(n-q-e)+e+f 
>m+n-q. 
m-q<e<m+n-q, n-q<f<m+n-q: For k=e-(n-q) and Z=f 
-(m-q)$ 
t,r(R’,S’)+e+f=&(R,S)+k+(n-q)+Z+(m-q) 
=[t,(R,S)+k+Z]+m+n-2q 
>m+n-q, 
by (2). The theorem now follows. n 
COROLLARY. Let R = (rI,. . . ,T,) and S = (sl,. . . ,s,,) be positiue integral 
uectorswithr,>... >r,,,ands,>*.* >s,,suchthut%(R,S)#0. Then 
j5(R,S)=min{tkl(R,S)+k+Z:k=0,1 ,..., m,Z=O,l,..., n}. 
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